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Abstract
We introduce the Degrees of Grounding
model, which deﬁnes the extent to which ma-
terial being discussed in a dialogue has been
grounded. This modelhas beendevelopedand
evaluated by a corpus analysis, and includes a
set of typesofevidenceofunderstanding,a set
of degrees of groundedness, a set of ground-
ing criteria, and methods for identifying each
of these. We describe how this model can be
used for dialogue management.
1 Introduction
Dialogue system researchers are active in investi-
gating ways of detecting and recovering from er-
ror, including determining when to provide conﬁr-
mations or rejections, or how to handle cases of
complete non-understanding (Bohus and Rudnicky,
2005a; Bohus and Rudnicky, 2005b; Skantze, 2005).
Studying the strategies that humans use when
speaking amongst themselves can be helpful (Swerts
et al., 2000; Paek, 2003; Litman et al., 2006). One
approach to studying how humans manage errors of
understanding is to view conversation as a joint ac-
tivity, in which grounding, or the process of adding
material to the common ground between speakers,
plays a central role (Clark and Schaefer, 1989).
From this perspective, conversations are highly co-
ordinated efforts in which participants work together
to ensure that knowledge is properly understood by
all participants. There is a wide variety of grounding
behavior that is determined by the communication
medium, among other things (Clark and Brennan,
1991).
This approach is developed computationally by
Traum, who presents a model of grounding which
adapts Clark and Schaefer’s contributions model to
make it usable in an online dialogue system (Traum,
1994). Other computational approaches to ground-
ing use decision theory (Paek and Horvitz, 2000a)
or focus on modeling belief (Bunt et al., 2007).
Grounding models generally consider material to
be in one of three states: ungrounded, in the process
of becoming sufﬁciently grounded, or sufﬁciently
grounded. (An exception is (Paek and Horvitz,
2000b), who use a continuous model of grounded-
ness.) We are developing a model of grounding that
is attentive to a larger set of types of evidence of un-
derstanding than is typical, and use this to deﬁne a
model of Degrees of Grounding, which tracks the
extent to which material has become a part of the
common ground.
This model includes a set of types of Evidence of
Understanding that describes the kinds of cues that
the dialogue gives about the state of grounding. A
set of Degrees of Groundedness describes the ex-
tent to which material has achieved mutual belief
while being discussed. A set of Grounding Crite-
ria describes the degree to which material needs to
be grounded. Finally, the model provides algorithms
to assist dialogue management.
The next section describes the radio domain
which we used to begin developing this model. The
dialogues in this domain contain a large amount of
conﬁrmation behavior, which make it a good testbed
for the initial development of the model. However,
because these radio dialogues are highly structured
we are not yet able to make strong claims about the
54generality of this model.
In following sections we describe the components
of the model, annotation evaluations, and ongoing
development of the model.
2 Domain
Thedomain for this corpus analysis involves a radio-
based military training application. This corpus was
developed while building the Radiobot-CFF system
(Roque et al., 2006) in which soldiers are trained
to perform artillery strike requests over a simulated
radio in an immersive virtual environment.
Calls for Fire (CFFs) are coordinated artillery at-
tacks on an enemy. Several teams work together to
execute a CFF. A Forward Observer (FO) team lo-
cates an enemy target and initiates the call. The FO
team is made up of two or more soldiers, usually
with one soldier dedicated to spotting the enemy and
another soldier dedicated to operating the radio. The
FO radio operator communicates with the Fire Di-
rection Center (FDC) team, which decides whether
to execute the attack, and if so, which of the avail-
able ﬁre assets to use. An example CFF is given in
the Appendix.
3 Evidence of Understanding
Aninﬂuential description ofevidence ofunderstand-
ing was presented in (Clark and Schaefer, 1989), as
shown in Table 1. This set of types of evidence was
described as being “graded roughly from weakest to
strongest” and was part of the acceptance phase of a
two-phase grounding process. (Clark and Brennan,
1991) further develop Clark’s notion of evidence,
describing “the three most common forms of posi-
tive evidence” as being acknowledgments, initiation
of the relevant next turn, and continued attention.
The Degrees of Grounding model exchanges
Clark and Schaefer’s two-phase model for an ap-
proach that tracks grounding acts in a way similar
to (Traum, 1994). Also, rather than concerning it-
self with the strength of a given type of evidence, the
current model tracks the strength of material based
on its degree of groundedness, which isderived from
sequences of evidence as described in Section 4.
Evidence in the Degrees of Grounding model is
tracked per Common Ground Unit (CGU) in an in-
formation state, as in (Traum and Rickel, 2002). An
Evidence Description
Continued Attention B shows he is continuing to
attend and therefore remains
satisﬁed with As presentation.
Initiation of Relevant
Next Contribution
B starts in on the next contri-
bution that would be relevant
at alevel as high as the current
one.
Acknowledgement B nods or says “uh huh,”
“yeah,” or the like.
Demonstration B demonstrates all or part of
what he has understood A to
mean.
Display B displays verbatim all or part
of As presentation.
Table 1: (Clark and Schaefer, 1989)’s Evidence of Un-
derstanding between speakers A and B
example of such a CGU is given in Figure 1. Ma-
terial under discussion is disambiguated by several
identifying components of the CGU: in this domain
this is the dialogue move, the parameter, the mission
number, and the adjust number. Note that parameter
value is not used as an identifying component; this
allows for reference to the material by participants
who may not yet agree on its value.
information:
dialogue move: target location
parameter: direction
value: 5940
mission number: to be determined
adjust number: 0
evidence history:
submit-G91, repeat_back-S19
degree of groundedness: agreed-content
grounding criteria met: true
Figure 1: Example Common Ground Unit
The remainder of this section describes the kinds
of evidence of understanding found in the corpus.
Section 6 describes inter-annotator agreement stud-
ies that determine that humans can reliably identify
these types of evidence.
3.1 Submit
A Submit type of evidence is provided when ma-
terial is introduced into the common ground for the
ﬁrst time. The Submit type of evidence is derived
from the Presentation phase of (Clark and Schaefer,
1989).
55An example of a Submit is given in line 1 of Table
2: “direction 6120” is information that had not yet
been mentioned and has no assumed values.
Line ID Utterance Evidence
1 G91 direction 6120 over Submit
2 S19 direction 6120 out Repeat Back
3 G91 correction direction
6210 over
Resubmit
Table 2: Example Dialogue
Dialogue systems that do not speciﬁcally model
grounding generally assume that material is
grounded when it is ﬁrst Submitted unless there is
evidence to the contrary.
3.2 Repeat Back
A Repeat Back type of evidence is provided when
material that was Submitted by another dialogue
participant is presented back to them, often as part
of an explicit conﬁrmation.
The Repeat Back evidence is related to the “Dis-
play” evidence of (Clark and Schaefer, 1989) and
described in Table 1, however here it is renamed to
indicate that it pertains to verbal repetitions, rather
than general displays which may be in other modal-
ities, such as visual. In fact, there is evidence that
grounding behavior related to visual feedback is dif-
ferent from that related to auditory feedback (Clark
and Brennan, 1991; Thompson and Gergle, 2008).
An example is given in line 2 of Table 2: the
“direction 6120” information given in line 1 is Re-
peated Back as part of a conﬁrmation.
3.3 Resubmit
A Resubmit type of evidence is provided when ma-
terial that has already been Submitted by a dialogue
participant is presented again as part of a self- or
other-correction. This is an example of what (Clark
and Brennan, 1991) call negative evidence, which
indicate a lack of mutual belief.
An example is shown in Table 2; the direction in-
formation which was Submitted in turn 1 and Re-
peated Back in turn 2 is Resubmitted in turn 3.
In this domain, follow-up presentations of mate-
rial were almost always corrections, usually of in-
formation that has been repeated back by the other
participant, or based on new occurences in the vir-
tual world (for example, the lifting of smoke that
was previously obscuring a target.) Due to the na-
ture of the task, this corpus had few instances of
non-correction follow-up behavior, where material
was presented a second time for the purposes of fur-
ther discussion. Such follow-ups are an evidence of
understanding whose behavior is probably different
from that of the Resubmit type of evidence as de-
scribed here, and will be examined in future work as
described in Section 7.
3.4 Acknowledge
AnAcknowledgetype ofevidence isageneral state-
ment of agreement that does not speciﬁcally address
the content of the material. Acknowledges are iden-
tiﬁed by semantic interpretation. Acknowledges are
a part of (Clark and Schaefer, 1989)’s set of types of
evidence of understanding.
Table 3 contains an example: in line 1 the speaker
G91 Submits information about the target’s status,
which is then Acknowledged by speaker S19 in turn
line 2.
Line ID Utterance Evidence
1 G91 end of mission target
destroyed over
Submit
2 S19 roger Acknowledge
Table 3: Example of an Acknowledgment
3.5 Request Repair
A Request Repair type of evidence is a statement
that indicates that the speaker needs to have the
material Resubmitted by the other participant. Re-
quest Repairs are identiﬁed by semantic interpreta-
tion. Request Repairs are another example of nega-
tive evidence (Clark and Brennan, 1991).
Table 4 gives an example: in line 1 G91 submits
a map grid coordinate, and in line 2 S19 asks that
the other speaker “say again” that grid coordinate,
which is a Request for Repair.
Line ID Utterance Evidence
1 G91 grid 5843948 Submit
2 S19 say again grid over Request Repair
Table 4: Example of a Request Repair
563.6 Move On
A Move On type of evidence is provided when a
participant decides to proceed to the next step of the
task at hand. This requires that the given task have
a set of well-deﬁned steps, and that the step being
Moved On from needs to be grounded before the
next step can be discussed. Move Ons are identiﬁed
based on a model of the task at hand. Move Ons are
related to (Clark and Schaefer, 1989)’s “Initiation of
the relevant next contribution,” although Clark and
Schaefer do not specify that “next contributions”
should be dependent on sufﬁciently grounding the
previous step.
A Move On provides evidence because a cooper-
ative dialogue participant would typically not move
on to the next step of the task under such condi-
tions unless they felt that the previous step was suf-
ﬁciently grounded.
Table 5 shows an example of a Move On. In line
1, G91 indicates that the kind of artillery ﬁre they
want is a “ﬁre for effect”; this is Repeated Back in
line 2. G91 then Submits grid information related
to the target location. The task speciﬁcation of Calls
for Fire indicates that ﬁre requests should proceed in
several steps: after a Warning Order is established, a
Target Location should be given, followed by a Tar-
get Description. By moving on to the step in which
a Target Location is provided, G91 tacitly indicates
that the step in which a Warning Order is established
has been dealt with to their satisfaction.
Line ID Utterance Evidence
1 G91 ﬁre for effect over Submit
2 S19 ﬁre for effect out Repeat Back
3 G91 grid 45183658 Submit, Move
On
Table 5: Example of a Move On
Line ID Utterance Evidence
1 S19 message to observer
kilo 2 rounds AB0001
over
Submit
2 G91 mike tango oscar kilo
2 rounds target number
AB0001 out
Repeat Back
3 S19 shot over Submit
Table 6: Example of a non-Move On
Not all typical sequences provide Move On ev-
idence. In the example in Table 6, in line 1 S91
submits a “message to observer” indicating the kind
of ﬁre that is being delivered, which is followed in
line 2 by a conﬁrmation by G91. S19 then proceeds
to the next step of the task by indicating in line 3
that the artillery has been ﬁred. Line 3, however, is
not a Move On because although it is typically the
next step in the task, providing that information is
not dependent on fully grounding the material being
discussed in line 2 - in fact, line 3 will be provided
when the artillery has been ﬁred, and not based on
any other decision by S19.
3.7 Use
A Use type of evidence is provided when a partici-
pant presents an utterance that indicates, through its
semantics, that a previous utterance was understood.
Uses are related to (Clark and Schaefer, 1989)’s
“Demonstration”.
In the Radiobot-CFF corpus, most Uses are
replies to a request for information, such as in Ta-
ble 7, where S19’s request for a target description in
line 1 is answered with a target description, in line
2.
Line ID Utterance Evidence
1 S19 s2 wants to know whats
the target description
over
Submit
2 G91 zsu over Submit,
Use
Table 7: Example of a Use
Another example of Use is shown in Table 8, in
which S19 is providing an intelligence report in line
1 regarding an enemy target, and line 2 replies with
a statement asking whether the target is a vehicle.
The utterance in line 2 uses information provided in
line 1.
3.8 Lack of Response
A Lack of Response type of evidence is provided
when neither participant speaks for a given length of
time. Identifying a Lack of Response type of evi-
dence involves determining how much silence will
be signiﬁcant for signalling understanding or lack of
understanding.
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1 S19 again it should have
rather large antennas af-
ﬁxed to it uh they are
still sending out signals
at the time
Submit
2 G91 this is some kind of Submit,
vehicle over Use
Table 8: Example of a Use
In the example shown in Table 9, G91 submits
an identifying utterance to see if S19 is available.
After 12 seconds, G91 has heard nothing back; this
is negative evidence of grounding, so in line 3 G91
resubmits the utterance.
Line ID Utterance Evidence
1 G91 S 1 9 this is G 9 1 Submit
2 (12 seconds of silence) Lack of
Response
3 G91 S 1 9 this is G 9 1 Resubmit
Table 9: Example of a Lack of Response
A Lack of Response can also be an indication of
positive grounding, as in Table 10. In line 1, G91
submits information about a target, which in line 2
isrepeated back. Line3indicates aperiod of silence,
in which neither speaker took the opportunity to re-
quest a repair or otherwise indicate their disapproval
with the state of the groundedness of the material. In
that sense, the silence of line 3 is positive evidence
of understanding.
Line ID Utterance Evidence
1 G91 b m p in the open over Submit
2 S19 b m p in the open out Repeat
Back
3 (10 seconds of silence) Lack of
Response
Table 10: Example of a Lack of Response
4 Degrees of Groundedness
Degrees of groundedness are deﬁned such that mate-
rial has a given degree before and after any sequence
of evidence given. For example, in Table 10 the tar-
get description given in line 1 has a certain degree
Degreee Pattern/Identiﬁer
Unknown not yet introduced
Misunderstood (anything,Request Repair)
Unacknowledged (Submit, Lack of Response)
Accessible (Submit) or (anything,Resubmit)
Agreed-Signal (Submit, Acknowledgment)
Agreed-Signal+ (Submit, Acknowledgment, other)
Agreed-Content (Submit, Repeat Back)
Agreed-Content+ (Submit, Repeat Back, other)
Assumed grounded by other means
Table 11: Degrees of Groundedness
of groundedness before it is Submitted, another de-
gree after it is Submitted, another degree after it is
Repeated Back, and another degree after the Lack of
Response.
A key part of deﬁning these degrees is to deter-
mine which of these degrees is worth modeling. For
example, Table 3 shows a CGU further grounded by
a single Acknowledgment. In this domain, for the
purposes of determining grounding criteria and dia-
logue management algorithms, it is not worth distin-
guishing between the case in which it had been fol-
lowed by one more Acknowledgment and the case
in which it had been followed by two or more Ac-
knowledgments.
Table 11 shows the signiﬁcant degrees identiﬁed
during the corpus study, as well as the deﬁnition or
identifying pattern of evidence. These degrees are
shown from Unknown, which is least grounded, to
Assumed, which is grounded by other means, such
as written information given during a scenario brief-
ing. Most degrees are identiﬁed by patterns of evi-
dence. For example, a CGU is misunderstood if the
latest item of evidence provided is a Request Repair,
and CGU is Unacknowledged if it is Submitted fol-
lowed by a Lack of Response.
The degree of groundedness is used to compute
how much (if any) additional evidence is needed
to reach the grounding criterion, or “criterion sufﬁ-
cient for current purposes” as deﬁned by (Clark and
Schaefer, 1989). Thiscomputation can beused indi-
alogue management to help select a next utterance.
In this domain, information such as target num-
bers have high grounding criteria, such as Agreed-
Content+; they would need to be Repeated Back,
and followed at least by a Lack of Response, giv-
ing the other participant an opportunity to correct.
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rion of Agreed-Signal, needing only an Acknowl-
edgment to be grounded, as in Table 3. Future work
will address the fact that grounding criteria are vari-
able: for example, in noisy conditions where errors
are more probable, the grounding criteria may in-
crease.
5 Dialogue Management
Exploiting this model of grounding for dialogue
management involves several steps. Evidence of un-
derstanding must be identiﬁed given a semantic in-
terpretation and the history of evidence provided so
far. Given an utterance’s new evidence and a CGU’s
current degree of groundedness, the CGU’s new de-
gree of groundedness must be determined.
Once a CGU’scurrent degree is determined, it can
be compared to its grounding criterion to determine
whether or not it has been sufﬁciently grounded, and
if not, a new item of evidence may be suggested to
help further ground the material.
All of these can be put together in one algorithm,
as shown in Figure 2.
for each dialogue act parameter,
identify the relevant CGU
identify evidence of understanding
compute the CGU’s degree of groundedness
for each CGU not sufficiently grounded
determine evidence to be given
compute the CGU’s degree of groundedness
if Lack of Response detected
compute the CGU’s degree of groundedness
Figure 2: Dialogue Management Algorithm
The speciﬁcs of how this algorithm is integrated
into a system and how it inﬂuences task decisions
will vary based on the system being used. To ex-
plore the domain-independence of this model, we
are currently integrating it into a dialogue manager
in a domain unrelated to the CFF task.
6 Evaluation
The validity of this model has been evaluated in sev-
eral corpus tests to measure inter-annotator agree-
ment in identifying evidence, to ensure that identify-
ing evidence can reliably be done by an algorithm,
to measure inter-annotator agreement in identifying
the increase or decrease of the degree of grounded-
ness, and to ensure that identifying the increase or
decrease of a degree of groundedness can reliably
be done by an algorithm.
Human transcribers produced transcriptions of
several sessions between two sets of humans acting
as Forward Observer and FireDirection Center radio
operators in the training simulation. A subset of the
corpus was used for close analysis: this subset was
made up of 4 training sessions, composed of 17 ﬁre
missions, totaling 456 utterances; this provided a to-
tal of 1222 possible indicators of evidence of under-
standing made up of 886 dialogue move parameters
and 336 period of silence.
We automatically performed a dialogue act inter-
pretation on the dialogue move parameters, which
were then manually corrected. We then manually
annotated the evidence of understanding identiﬁed
in each dialogue move parameter and period of si-
lence. An example of the data produced from this
process is given in the Appendix.
6.1 Inter-Annotator Agreement - Identifying
Evidence
An inter-annotator agreement study was performed
in which two annotators tagged a subset of the cor-
pus (318 dialogue move parameters and 74 silences)
to identify the evidence of understanding, given an
utterance and dialogue act interpretation. One anno-
tator was the ﬁrst author of this paper, and the other
was a computer professional who had no previous
experience with the domain or with tagging data.
Table 12 shows the results, broken down by the
Standalone types of evidence, which could occur
by themselves (Submit, Repeat Back, Resubmit,
Acknowledge, and Request Repair), the Additional
types of evidence, which only occurred with other
types of evidence (Move On and Use), and the
Silence-Related Lack of Understanding type of ev-
idence. Each of these showed acceptable levels of
agreement, with the exception of the Kappa for the
additional evidence. The low score on the additional
evidence is probably due to the fact that Move On
judgments depend on a strong understanding of the
domain-speciﬁc task structure, as described in sec-
tion 3.6; to a lesser extent Use judgments tend to
rely on an understanding of the scenario as well.
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Standalone 0.95 0.91
Additional 0.87 0.53
Silence-Related 0.92 0.84
Table 12: Inter-Annotator Agreement - Evidence
Evidence Type P(A) Kappa
Standalone 0.88 0.81
Additional 0.98 0.92
Silence-Related 1.0 1.0
Table 13: Algorithm Agreement - Evidence
This highlights the fact that for most of the evidence
of understanding (all except for Move On and Use),
agreement can be reached with a non-expert annota-
tor.
6.2 Algorithm Agreement - Identifying
Evidence
The results of the inter-annotator agreement test
were merged into the larger 1222-markable corpus,
to create a consensus human-annotated corpus. This
was used in the next test, to identify whether an al-
gorithm can automatically identify evidence.
We authored a set of rules to identify evidence of
understanding based on the order in which CGUs
were introduced into the common ground, the iden-
tity of the speaker who introduced them, and the
semantic interpretations. The rules were then ap-
plied to the 1222-markable corpus, and the resulting
identiﬁcations were then compared to the identiﬁca-
tions made by the human annotators. The results are
shown in Table 13. The respectable agreement and
kappa values indicate that it is possible for an algo-
rithm to reliably identify evidence.
6.3 Degree Increase/Decrease Agreements
Finally, we explored whether humans could reliably
agree on whether a given material’s groundedness
had increased or decreased after a given turn.
We studied this because we are not here claiming
that humans explicitly model degrees of grounded-
ness or perform a computation to compare a given
material with something they had grounded pre-
viously. It is more likely that humans track evi-
dence, determine whether material is more or less
grounded than it was before, and check whether it
Agreement Type P(A) Kappa
Human-Human 0.97 0.94
Human-Algorithm 0.87 0.73
Table 14: Degree Increase/Decrease Agreements
has reached a grounding criterion. A dialogue sys-
tem need not be tied to human behavior to be effec-
tive, so given these human behaviors, we are inter-
ested in whether computer algorithms can be built
to produce useful results in terms of task completion
and human-realistic behavior. For this reason we
evaluate the model of degrees of grounding based on
how human-realistic its ability to identify whether a
CGU’s degree of groundedness has increased or de-
creased, and in future work study whether a system
implementation performs acceptably in terms of task
completion and managing human-realistic ground-
ing behavior.
To perform the test of whether degree increase or
decrease could be reliable detected, we annotated a
subset of the corpus with a non-domain expert. For
a set of CGUs, we tracked the sequence of evidence
that was provided to ground that CGU. Before and
after each item of evidence, we asked the annota-
tors to determine whether the CGU was more or less
grounded than it was the turn before.
We also developed a set of rules based on the deﬁ-
nition of the degrees of groundedness deﬁned in sec-
tion 4 to determine after each utterance whether a
CGU’s degree of groundedness had increased or de-
creased from the utterance before. We then com-
pared the results of that set of rules with human-
consensus judgments about degree increase and de-
crease.
The results are shown in Table 14, indicating that
humans could reliably agree among themselves, and
a rule-based algorithm could reliably agree with the
human consensus judgments.
7 Discussion and Future Work
In this paper we describe the initial development of
the Degrees of Grounding model, which tracks the
extent to which material has been grounded in a di-
alogue. The Degrees of Grounding model contains
a richer variety of evidence of understanding than
most models of grounding, which allows us to de-
60ﬁne a full set of degrees of groundedness.
We recognize that the initial domain, although
rich in grounding behavior, is not typical of most hu-
man conversation. Besides the structured dialogues
and the domain-speciﬁc word use, the types of evi-
dence of understanding presented in Section 3 does
not cover all possible types of evidence. For ex-
ample, (Clark and Schaefer, 1989) describe “contin-
ued attention” as another possibility, which was not
available with the radio modality used in this study.
Furthermore, it is a feature of this domain that Re-
submit evidence generally indicates lack of under-
standing; in general conversation, it is not true that
the repeated mention of material indicates that it is
not understood, so a “Follow-Up” evidence is likely,
as are variations of “Use.”
To explore these questions, we are extending
work to other domains, and are currently focusing
on one in which virtual humans are used for a ques-
tioning task. Also, we plan to run evaluations in im-
plemented systems, exploring performance in terms
of task completion and believable human behavior.
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61Appendix
Line ID Utterance Semantic Interpretation Evidence:
Standalone
Evidence:
Additional
1 G91 ﬁre for effect over WO-MOF: ﬁre for effect Submit
2 S19 ﬁre for effect out WO-MOF: ﬁre for effect Repeat Back
3 Silence: 0.7 seconds
ah roger ROGER Acknowledge
4 G91 grid four ﬁve four two ah three six
three eight
TL-GR: 45423638 Submit Move On
5 Silence: 2.3 seconds
6 S19 grid four ﬁve four two three six
three eight out
TL-GR: 45423638 Repeat Back
7 Silence: 0.7 seconds
ah roger ROGER Acknowledge
8 G91 b r d m TD-TYPE: b r d m Submit Move On
in the open over TD-DESC: in the open Submit
9 Silence: 1.3 seconds
10 S19 b r d m TD-TYPE: b r d m Repeat Back
in the open out TD-DESC: in the open Repeat Back
11 Silence: 9.9 seconds Lack of Re-
sponse
Comments:
This dialogue is between G91 as a Forward Observer identifying a target, and S19 as a Fire Direction
Center who will send the artillery ﬁre when given the appropriate information.
In line 1, G19’s utterance is interpreted as a Warning Order - Method of Fire (WO-MOF), describing the
kind of artillery ﬁre requested, whose value is “ﬁre for effect.” This is the ﬁrst mention of a WO-MOF for
this particular CFF, so it is identiﬁed as a Submit type of evidence related to a new CGU, which now has an
Accessible degree of groundedness.
In line 2, a WO-MOF is again given. The WO-MOF is identiﬁed as referring to the CGU introduced
in line 1, and a Repeat Back type of evidence is added to that CGU’s evidence history, which gives it an
Agreed-Content degree of groundedness.
In line 3 there follows a silence that is not long enough to be a Lack of Response.
In line 4, G91 provides an Acknowledge type of evidence, and Moves On to the next task item: identifying
the Target Location - Grid (TL-GR) of the CFF. The Acknowledge and Move On, referring to the CGU
created in line 1, raise that CGU’s degree of groundedness to its grounding criterion of Agreed-Content+, at
which point it becomes grounded. At the same time, the introduction of the TL-GR information creates a
new CGU, whose degree is Accessible.
In line 6 the TL-GR CGU is Repeated Back, thereby raising its degree of groundedness to Agreed-Content.
In line 8 an Acknowledge is provided and a set of information related to the Target Description (TD-) is
given, providing a Move On, thereby grounding the TL-GR CGU. So by line 8, two CGUs (WO-MOF and
TL-GR) have been added to the common ground, and two more CGUs (TD-TYPE and TD-DESC) have
Accessible degrees and are in the process of being grounded.
In line 10 the TD CGUs are Repeated Back, raising their degree of groundedness to Agreed-Content.
In line 11 the Lack of Response raises the TD CGUs to Agreed-Content+ thereby grounding them. At this
point there is enough information in the common ground for S19 to send the artillery ﬁre.
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Standalone
Evidence:
Additional
message to observer kilo MTO-BAT: kilo Submit
12 S19 two rounds MTO-NUM: two Submit Move On
target number alpha bravo zero
zero one over
TN: AB001 Submit
13 Silence: 3.1 seconds
a roger mike tango alpha ah alpha ROGER Acknowledge
14 G91 target number alpha bravo zero
zero zero one
TN: AB0001 Repeat Back
a kilo MTO-BAT: kilo Repeat Back
two rounds out MTO-NUM: two Repeat Back
11 Silence: 11.4 seconds Lack of Re-
sponse
16 S19 shot SHOT Submit
rounds complete over RC Submit
17 Silence: 0.8 seconds
18 G91 shot SHOT Repeat Back
rounds complete out RC Repeat Back
19 S19 splash over SPLASH Submit
20 Silence: 1.5 seconds
21 G91 splash out SPLASH Repeat Back
22 Silence: 30.4 seconds Lack of Re-
sponse
...
ah end of mission a target number
alpha bravo zero zero one
TN: AB001 Submit
23 G91 one EOM-NUM: one Submit
b r d m EOM-TYPE: b r d m Submit
destroyed over EOM-BDA: destroyed Submit
24 S19 end of mission b r d des m d cor-
rection b r d m
EOM-TYPE: b r d m Repeat Back
destroyed out EOM-BDA: destroyed Repeat Back
Comments:
In line 12, S19 provides information about the artillery ﬁre that is going to be sent. This includes the
battery that will be ﬁring (MTO-BAT), the number of rounds to be ﬁred (MTO-NUM) and the target number
that will be used to refer to this particular ﬁre mission from that point on (TN).
In line 14, G91 Repeats Back the information presented in line 12 along with an Acknowledge.
In line 16, S19 notiﬁes that the mission has been ﬁred; in line 18 this is conﬁrmed. Likewese, in line 19
S19 notiﬁes that the mission is about the land; in line 21 this is conﬁrmed.
Between lines 22 and 23 several turns have been removed for space reasons. These turns were related to an
adjustment of the artillery ﬁre: after the initial bombardment, the Forward Observer requested that the same
artillery be ﬁred 100 meters to the left of the original bombardment. This was conﬁrmed and delivered.
In line 23, G91 sends a description of the amount of damage suffered by the target: the number of enemy
affected (EOM-NUM), the type of enemy (EOM-TYPE) and the extent of the damage (EOM-BDA). These
are Repeated Back by S19, thereby ending the CFF. Note that S19 does not Repeat Back the EOM-NUM. In
this particular instance the number of enemies is implied by the EOM-TYPE being singular, but throughout
the corpus EOMs are seen to have a low grounding criteria.
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